
Michel Pomerantzeff
SOFTWARE DEVELOPER

michelpomerantzeff@gmail.com

EXPERIENCE
Full-Stack Developer intern at JUMIA - Feb 2023 - Aug 2023
As a Full Stack Developer, I collaborated closely with a cross-functional team to design and implement user-
friendly and responsive web interfaces using Angular and TypeScript for the Frontend. On the backend, I
contributed to the development of robust server-side functionality and APIs using Java and Spring Boot,
emphasizing efficient data processing.

Freelance Developer - Aug 2023 - Present
My freelance journey has provided me with valuable experience, enabling me to continuously expand my skill set
while delivering high-quality software solutions tailored to each client's unique requirements. My ability to
optimize performance and innovate with new features underscores my commitment to delivering exceptional
results in the world of development.

SKILLS
HTML | CSS | TypeScript | ReactJS | Redux | Angular | Tailwind | PostgreSQL | Firebase | Java | Git 

PROJECTS
Movie App 
I re-created IMDb website preserving core features and adding new ones such as a disable button to movies that
have been added to a list, a watched list, and versatile list filtering by movie, TV show and all entries.
Stack: ReactJS | Redux toolkit | React Query | Firebase | TMDb API
Demo  |  Github

Food e-commerce
A Full-Stack e-commerce that allows users to create authenticated accounts, manage cart items, execute card
payments, and keep track of their order history.
Stack: ReactJS | Redux toolkit | Firebase | Express | Stripe API
Demo  |  Github

Link Saver
Save information of online products such as name, price and link in an organized way. Filter bars make it easier
for you to scan through your list of products and find specific ones.
Stack: ReactJS | Java | Spring Boot | PostgreSQL
Demo  |  Github

ABOUT
I am a Software Developer specialized in HTML, CSS, JavaScript, and React. Skilled in creating intuitive, user-
friendly  and responsive websites and applications.

EDUCATION
Udemy - PostgreSQL - Mar 2023
Udemy - React Advanced - Jan 2022 - Apr 2022
Scrimba - React Basics Aug 2021 - Nov 2021
FreeCodeCamp - Algorithms and Data Structures Feb 2021 - Jun 2021 
Estudonauta - HTML, CSS and JavaScript - Sep 2020 - Jan 2021

LANGUAGES
Portuguese - Native
English - Fluent

Vila Nova de Gaia, Porto - Portugal+351 937771656
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